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TITLE  1 
 2 
Evidence-based cognitive rehabilitation: Systematic review of the literature from 2009 through 3 
2014. 4 
 5 
ABSTRACT  6 
 7 
Objective: To conduct an updated, systematic review of the clinical literature, classify studies 8 
based on the strength of research design, and derive consensual, evidence-based clinical 9 
recommendations for cognitive rehabilitation of people with TBI or stroke. 10 
Data Sources: Online Pubmed and print journal searches identified citations for 250 articles 11 
published from 2009 through 2014. 12 
Study Selection: 186 articles were selected for inclusion after initial screening. 50 articles were 13 
initially excluded (24 healthy, pediatric or other neurologic diagnoses, 10 non-cognitive 14 
interventions, 13 descriptive protocols or studies, 3 non-treatment studies). 15 articles were 15 
excluded after complete review (1 other neurologic diagnosis, 2 non-treatment studies, 1 16 
qualitative study, 4 descriptive papers, 7 secondary analyses). 121 studies were fully reviewed. 17 
 Data Extraction: Articles were reviewed by CRTF members according to specific criteria for 18 
study design and quality, and classified as providing Class I, Class II, or Class III evidence. 19 
Articles were assigned to 1 of 6 possible categories (based on interventions for attention, vision 20 
and neglect, language and communication skills, memory, executive function, or comprehensive-21 
integrated interventions).  22 
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Data Synthesis: Of 121 studies, 41 were rated as Class I, 3 as Class Ia, 14 as Class II, and 63 as 23 
Class III. Recommendations were derived by CRTF consensus from the relative strengths of the 24 
evidence, based on the decision rules applied in prior reviews.  25 
Conclusions: CRTF has now evaluated 491 papers (109 Class I or Ia, 68 Class II, and 314 Class 26 
III) and makes 29 recommendations for evidence-based practice of cognitive rehabilitation (9 27 
Practice Standards, 9 Practice Guidelines and 11 Practice Options). Evidence supports Practice 28 
Standards for attention deficits after TBI or stroke; visual scanning for neglect after right 29 
hemisphere stroke; compensatory strategies for mild memory deficits; language deficits after left 30 
hemisphere stroke; social communication deficits after TBI; metacognitive strategy training for 31 
deficits in executive functioning; and comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological rehabilitation 32 
to reduce cognitive and functional disability after TBI or stroke. 33 
Key Words: Brain injuries; Stroke; Practice guidelines as topic; Rehabilitation. 34 
 35 
 36 
 37 
 38 
 39 
 40 
 41 
 42 
 43 
 44 
 45 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 46 
ABI  acquired brain injury 47 
APT  Attention Process Training 48 
BHW  Behavioral Health Workshop 49 
CO-OP Cognitive Orientation to Occupational Performance 50 
CRTF  Cognitive Rehabilitation Task Force 51 
CVA  cerebrovascular accident 52 
DTI  Diffusion Tensor Imaging 53 
FA  fractional anisotropy 54 
FIM  Functional Independence measure 55 
GMT  Goal Management Training 56 
IOM  Institute of Medicine 57 
MRI  magnetic resonance imaging 58 
MST  metacognitive strategy training 59 
NFT  neurofunctional training 60 
PDA  personal data assistant 61 
PCS  post-concussion symptoms 62 
PM  prospective memory 63 
PST  problem solving therapy 64 
PTSD  post-traumatic stress disorder 65 
RCT  randomized controlled trial 66 
SE  supported employment 67 
SOT  standard occupational therapy 68 
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TBI   traumatic brain injury 69 
tDCS  transcranial direct current stimulation 70 
TPM  Time Pressure Management 71 
VR  virtual reality 72 
WM  working memory 73 
 74 
75 
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  76 
 77 
The Cognitive Rehabilitation Task Force (CRTF) of the American Congress of 78 
Rehabilitation Medicine, Brain Injury Special Interest Group, has previously published three 79 
systematic reviews of cognitive rehabilitation after TBI or stroke 1 - 3 Our intent has been to 80 
summarize the existing literature in order to provide evidence-based recommendations for the 81 
clinical practice of cognitive rehabilitation. We have consistently attempted to base our 82 
recommendations on the best available scientific evidence, to be applied in conjunction with 83 
clinical judgment and patients’ preferences and values. Since our initial efforts there has been a 84 
proliferation of reviews of the literature regarding the effectiveness of cognitive rehabilitation. 85 
Some of these reviews have maintained a pragmatic, clinical focus while others have emphasized 86 
the methodologic rigor of studies and often reached the conclusion that there is insufficient 87 
evidence to guide clinical practice. This represents a form of therapeutic nihilism that ignores a 88 
basic tenet of evidence-based practice: to utilize the best available scientific evidence to support 89 
clinical practice. While we support the goals of conducting research of high methodologic 90 
quality 4, we continue to believe that the extant evidence allows for the extrapolation of useful 91 
clinical recommendations from the scientific literature. The CRTF therefore conducted the 92 
current review in order to identify the best available scientific evidence to inform the clinical 93 
practice of cognitive rehabilitation. This effort is distinct from most other reviews in its emphasis 94 
on the development of practical, evidence-based guidelines, to be used in conjunction with 95 
clinical judgment and patient preferences.  96 
The current paper is an updated systematic review of the literature published from 2009 97 
through 2014 addressing cognitive rehabilitation for people with TBI or stroke. We included 98 
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studies where at least the majority of participants had sustained either traumatic brain injury 99 
(mild, moderate or severe) or stroke. Our emphasis on these conditions is based on their clinical 100 
prevalence of acquired cognitive deficits and participation in neurorehabilitation, and is 101 
consistent with our prior reviews (while other CRTF reviews have addressed other medical 102 
conditions). We reviewed and analyzed studies that allowed us to evaluate the effectiveness of 103 
behavioral interventions for cognitive limitations. Whenever possible we analyzed studies based 104 
on comparisons with alternative non-treatment or alternative treatment conditions. We included a 105 
range of outcomes representing physiologic function, subjective report or objective measures of 106 
neurocognitive impairments, activity limitations or social participation among participants 107 
examined during either acute or post-acute stages of recovery. We integrated these findings in 108 
our current practice recommendations. 109 
 110 
METHODS 111 
 112 
The development of evidence-based recommendations followed our prior methodology 113 
for identification of the relevant literature, review and classification of studies, and development 114 
of recommendations. These methods are described in more detail in our initial publication.1 For 115 
the current review, online literature searches using PubMed were conducted weekly using the 116 
terms cognitive rehabilitation brain injury and cognitive rehabilitation stroke. For our previous 117 
reviews we utilized a larger and more diverse set of search terms, and we initially included these 118 
terms in our current search strategy. However, early in this process we observed that the broader 119 
search terms appeared to have equivalent sensitivity and greater specificity for the identification 120 
of relevant citations. We also screened 7 rehabilitation and neuropsychology journals through 121 
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monthly subscriptions. The references from relevant identified articles were also screened. The 122 
use of multiple search methods should assure that a comprehensive search was conducted with 123 
little if any systematic bias.  Articles were assigned to 1 of 6 possible categories (based on 124 
interventions for attention, vision and neglect, language and communication skills, memory, 125 
executive function, or comprehensive-integrated interventions) that specifically address the 126 
rehabilitation of cognitive disability. For this review we did not include studies of aphasia 127 
rehabilitation after stroke, but concentrated on functional communication deficits. We based this 128 
decision on the large number of studies addressing aphasia rehabilitation, most of which 129 
concerned highly specific linguistic deficits and interventions and were felt to be of limited direct 130 
relevance to our current objectives. 131 
Articles were reviewed by 2 CRTF members who completed a Study Review form and 132 
abstracted according to specific criteria: subject characteristics (age, education, gender, nature 133 
and severity of injury, time postinjury, inclusion/exclusion criteria); treatment characteristics 134 
(treatment setting, target behavior or function, nature of treatment, sole treatment or concomitant 135 
treatments); methods of monitoring and analyzing change (e.g. change on dependent variable 136 
over course of treatment; pretreatment and posttreatment tests on measures related to target 137 
behavior; patient, other, or clinician ratings related to target behaviors; change on functional 138 
measures; global outcome status); maintenance of treatment effects; statistical analyses 139 
performed; and evidence of treatment effectiveness (e.g. improvement on cognitive function 140 
being assessed, evidence for generalized improvement on functional outcomes). Each study was 141 
classified as providing Class I, Class II, or Class III evidence, as described below. Seven CRTF 142 
reviewers were experienced in the process of conducting a systematic review of cognitive 143 
rehabilitation studies. An additional 14 reviewers were trained to review and classify articles for 144 
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the purpose of this systematic review. These reviewers attended at least one in-person training 145 
session through the CRTF and achieved consensus with experienced reviewers on at least 4 146 
articles before serving as independent reviewers. In addition to completing the Study Review 147 
form, each reviewer also completed a rating of Quality Criteria 4 for each study. This material 148 
will be submitted for separate publication.    149 
The CRTF initially identified citations for 250 published articles. We included articles 150 
published between 2009 and 2014 inclusive (including articles published electronically through 151 
this period); we stopped identifying potential articles on December 15, 2015. The abstracts or 152 
complete articles were reviewed in order to eliminate articles according to the following 153 
exclusion criteria: (1) nonintervention articles, including nonclinical experimental manipulation, 154 
(2) theoretical articles or descriptions of treatment approaches, (3) review articles, (4) articles 155 
without adequate specification of interventions, (5) articles that did not include  participants  156 
primarily  with  a  diagnosis  of  TBI  or stroke, (6) studies of pediatric subjects, (7) single case 157 
reports without empirical data, (8) non-peer reviewed articles and book chapters, (9) articles 158 
describing pharmacologic interventions, and (10) non-English language articles.  159 
Based upon initial review of abstracts or full articles we eliminated 64 reviews published 160 
between 2009 and 2014. We eliminated an additional 50 articles based on other exclusion criteria 161 
(17 studies of participants with other neurologic diagnoses, 10 non-cognitive interventions, 8 162 
descriptive studies, 3 non-treatment studies, 5 experimental manipulations with healthy subjects, 163 
5 treatment protocols, 2 pediatric subjects). An additional 8 articles were excluded after complete 164 
review (1 with other neurologic diagnosis, 2 non-treatment studies, 1 qualitative study, 2 165 
treatment protocols and 2 descriptive papers). We also identified 7 papers representing secondary 166 
analyses (2 imaging findings, 2 analyses of patient characteristics, and 3 follow-up studies of 167 
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prior RCTs); these 7 papers were not classified based on level of evidence but were used to 168 
inform our findings and recommendations.  169 
We fully reviewed and evaluated 121 studies. For these 121 studies, the level of evidence 170 
was determined based on criteria used in our prior reviews. 1-3 Well-designed, prospective, RCTs 171 
were considered class I evidence; studies using a prospective design with quasi-randomized 172 
assignment to treatment conditions were designated as class Ia studies. Given the inherent 173 
difficulty in blinding rehabilitation interventions, we did not consider this as criterion for class I 174 
or Ia studies, consistent with our prior reviews. Class II studies consisted of prospective, 175 
nonrandomized cohort studies; retrospective, nonrandomized case-control studies; or multiple-176 
baseline studies that per- mitted a direct comparison of treatment conditions. Clinical series 177 
without concurrent controls, or single-subject designs with adequate quantification and analysis 178 
were considered class III evidence. Studies that were designed as comparative effectiveness 179 
studies but did not include a direct statistical comparison of treatment conditions were 180 
considered class III. Disagreements between the 2 primary reviewers (as occurred for 14 articles) 181 
were first addressed by discussion between reviewers to correct minor sources of disagreement, 182 
and then by obtaining a third review. 183 
Of the 121 studies included for analysis in the current review, 41 were rated as class I, 3 184 
as class Ia, 14 as class II, and 63 as class III. The overall evidence within each predefined area of 185 
intervention was synthesized and recommendations were derived from the relative strengths of 186 
the evidence. The level of evidence required to determine Practice Standards, Practice 187 
Guidelines, or Practice Options was based on the decision rules applied in our initial review 188 
(Table 1). All recommendations were reviewed for consensus by the CRTF through face-to-face 189 
discussion. 190 
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INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 191 
 192 
RESULTS 193 
 194 
Rehabilitation of Attention 195 
 196 
We reviewed 13 studies (5 Class I 5-9, 1 Class II 10 and 7 Class III 11 - 17) addressing the 197 
remediation of attention.  Four studies (1 Class I 5, 1 Class II 10, and 2 Class III 11,14) evaluating 198 
direct attention training using APT provide additional evidence that APT can improve 199 
performance on training tasks and direct measures of global attention. A Class I study 5 200 
compared APT and standard care for hospitalized stroke patients an average of   18 days after a 201 
stroke.  Participants who received APT demonstrated greater improvement on a composite 202 
measure of attention although broader functional outcomes did not differ.  This finding is 203 
consistent with existent evidence suggesting limited benefits of APT compared with standard 204 
brain injury rehabilitation during acute recovery.  205 
Two studies (one Class II 6, one Class III 11) utilized single subject designs to investigate 206 
the functional benefits of APT as a component of treatment for language deficits.  The Class II 207 
study used APT-3, which incorporates direct attention training and metacognitive strategy 208 
training, to improve reading comprehension in 4 chronic ischemic stroke patients with mild to 209 
moderate aphasia 6.  All 4 participants demonstrated improvement on select standardized 210 
measures of attention, while modest gains in reading comprehension were obtained by 2 211 
participants. The authors suggest that improvements in allocation of attention and self-212 
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monitoring may underlie improvements in reading comprehension although there is limited 213 
evidence for transfer of attention training to functional cognition. 214 
  Computer-based working memory training. Two Class I studies evaluated whether computer-215 
based working memory training (Cogmed QM) can increase WM performance, and lead to 216 
generalized improvements.7,8 The samples in both studies included individuals with mixed 217 
acquired brain injuries, a majority with a diagnosis of stroke.  In one study, participants 218 
demonstrated significant improvement on the trained working memory tasks, untrained working 219 
memory tasks, and self-reported cognitive difficulties in everyday living situations, and WM-220 
related occupational performance. 7 The second Class I study investigated WM training in 221 
conjunction with standard outpatient rehabilitation, compared with standard rehabilitation alone.8 222 
Despite isolated benefits on screening measures of attention and higher cognitive functioning for 223 
the WM intervention group, there was no difference between groups on an aggregate WM 224 
measure or self-rated executive problems after treatment, making it difficult to attribute specific 225 
benefits to the WM intervention. There is Class III evidence (including follow-up 18 to a Class I 226 
study 8) suggest generalized improvements in self-reported cognitive problems in daily 227 
functioning, fatigue, and occupational performance after WM training with Cogmed.17, 18 228 
A Class I study evaluated computer-based WM training (a component of RehaCom) 229 
combined with training in semantic structuring and word fluency, compared with “standard 230 
memory therapy” focused on learning strategies.9 WM training resulted in significant 231 
improvements on working memory and word fluency, as well as on PM performance, indicating 232 
both a direct benefit and generalization of training effects. 233 
  Specificity of direct attention training. Vallat-Azouvi and colleagues 15, 16 conducted a number 234 
of single-subject studies that addressed the specificity of training for discrete components of 235 
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working memory impairment (verbal maintenance, visuospatial maintenance, central executive) 236 
after TBI or stroke.  The results suggest greater efficacy of “modular” training for each 237 
component, with less specificity of benefits on self-reported generalization to everyday working 238 
memory difficulties. These findings are consistent with the fundamental assumptions of process-239 
specific cognitive training. 240 
  Neuroplasticity and direct attention training. Two Class III studies 12, 13 incorporated 241 
neuroimaging to investigate whether computer-based attention training (combined with strategy 242 
training 12) can contribute to functional restoration and reintegration of neural networks 243 
following brain injury. These studies demonstrated training-induced changes in 244 
neuropsychological performance that corresponded with white matter microstructural changes as 245 
measured by DTI-derived FA, 12 and redistribution of the cerebral attention network marked by 246 
decreased activation of the frontal lobe and increased activation of the anterior cingulate cortices 247 
and precuneus. 13 248 
  Metacognitive strategy training. One Class I study of metacognitive strategy training extends 249 
findings from an earlier review supporting the effectiveness of TPM, a cognitive strategy used to 250 
compensate for mental slowness/slow information processing.6 The study used a multicenter, 251 
randomized, single-blind control trail to investigate the effects of 10 hours of TPM training 252 
compared with usual care in a sample of stroke patients at least 3 months post stroke.  253 
Participants in both groups showed an improvement in their use of strategies and reported 254 
significantly fewer complaints following treatment. However, the TPM group showed 255 
significantly greater use of strategies, and at 3-month follow-up, significantly faster task 256 
completion indicating greater efficiency in performing everyday tasks. 257 
INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE 258 
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  Recommendations. The CRTF has previously recommended that treatment of attention deficits 259 
should incorporate both direct attention training and metacognitive strategy training to increase 260 
task performance and promote generalization to daily functioning after TBI (Practice Standard).  261 
The present results support extending the recommendation to individuals with stroke during the 262 
post-acute stages of recovery (Table 2).  263 
Improvements in working memory are evident after training on specific, “modular” 264 
components of working memory, whether this is achieved through the use of either computer-265 
based or therapist-administered interventions. The evidence also suggests improvement on 266 
patient-reported outcomes of everyday activities after working memory training. 3, 15, 18 Based on 267 
this recent evidence, we recommend that direct attention training for specific “modular” 268 
impairments in WM, including the use of computer-based interventions, be considered to 269 
enhance both cognitive and functional outcomes during post-acute rehabilitation for acquired 270 
brain injury (Practice Guideline) (Table 2). This Guideline refines and replaces our previous 271 
option for the treatment of global attention impairments through computer based interventions. 272 
The CRTF continues to emphasize the importance of therapist involvement and intervention to 273 
promote awareness and generalization (e.g., metacognitive strategy training) over the stand-alone 274 
use of computer-based tasks.   275 
 There continues to be insufficient evidence to indicate differential benefits of direct 276 
attention training compared with standard (in-patient) brain injury rehabilitation on functional 277 
outcomes during acute recovery from TBI or stroke, although this training may improve specific 278 
aspects of attention and there is no indication that the incorporation of direct attention training 279 
during acute rehabilitation has negative or adverse effects. 280 
 281 
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Rehabilitation of Visuospatial Functioning 282 
 283 
 We reviewed 7 Class I studies 19-25 and 6 Class III 26 – 31 studies in the area of visual 284 
functioning, with 10 of these studies addressing the remediation of visual neglect after right 285 
hemisphere stroke, consistent with the emphasis of the previous CRTF review. Rehabilitation of 286 
neglect through practice in visual scanning after right hemisphere stroke has been a 287 
recommended as a Practice Standard, and this receives continued support in the current review. 288 
19,20, 22
 More recent research has focused on enhancements of scanning procedures and on 289 
alternative procedures.  Polanowska and colleagues 19 provided Class I evidence that left hand 290 
stimulation improved outcomes of scanning training for left-sided neglect compared to scanning 291 
training alone.  A Class I study by Pandian and colleagues 23 reported that limb activation with 292 
mirror therapy (attempting to move the paretic upper extremity to mimic movements of the 293 
nonparetic limb reflected in a mirror on the side of the paretic limb) reduced left neglect 294 
compared to a sham treatment in an RCT.  This study, and an additional Class III study using 295 
contralateral limb activation and arm vibration, 28 support prior evidence suggesting the benefits 296 
of forced activation of the affected limb in conjunction with visual scanning training for left 297 
neglect. 32 298 
One study that supports the efficacy of visual scanning failed to show a benefit of adding 299 
a divided attention task to single-task visuospatial training for neglect. 20 In a class III study, 300 
motor imagery failed to improve performance on most neglect measures. 27 301 
Although a physical rather than a cognitive intervention, right hemi-field eye patching 302 
was found to reduce left visuospatial neglect compared to standard care in an RCT 21  and at an 303 
equivalent level to visual scanning training in another RCT. 22   Class III evidence was reported 304 
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for improving neglect through a pointing exercise, 30 tDCS in addition to scanning training, 29  305 
and a series of interventions that included optokinetic stimulation, prismatic adaptation, and 306 
transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation. 26   The CRTF elects not to provide 307 
recommendations regarding these physiological interventions. Two systematic reviews 33, 34 308 
provide additional evidence regarding non-cognitive interventions (e.g. prism adaptation, tDCS, 309 
drugs) in the rehabilitation of neglect.  310 
Several studies addressed the application of visuospatial interventions to functional 311 
limitations 19, 20 and were unable to document generalization of neglect rehabilitation to 312 
functional activities.  However, it is very likely that neither study was adequately powered to 313 
find an effect on functional measures that are affected by factors other than the direct effect of 314 
the treatment studied.  One Class III study suggests that cognitive interventions that incorporate 315 
skill remediation and metacognitive strategies may facilitate return to driving after TBI or stroke. 316 
31
 Two follow-up studies 35, 36 described long term maintenance of the positive effects of driving 317 
simulator training on return to driving originally reported in a RCT. 25 318 
Computerized interventions to expand the visual field in cases of hemianopsia was 319 
offered as a Practice Option in the previous EBR based on a single RCT, pending replication.  320 
However, Modden and colleagues 24 were unable to demonstrate an effect for two computerized 321 
interventions to remediate hemianopsia compared to standard occupational therapy.  Although 322 
this RCT may have been underpowered, results challenge the previous recommendation and are 323 
more consistent with clinical wisdom regarding the irreversibility of visual field loss secondary 324 
to stroke.  325 
INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE 326 
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  Recommendations. There is continued support for the use of visual scanning to improve left 327 
visual neglect after right hemisphere stroke as a Practice Standard (Table 3). The inclusion of left 328 
hand stimulation or limb activation in visual scanning training should be considered to increase 329 
efficacy of rehabilitation for neglect after right hemisphere stroke (Practice Guideline). Based on 330 
current evidence, as well as prior research suggesting that functional improvements are 331 
associated with compensation, the CRTF does not now recommend the use of computer-based 332 
training to extend visual fields.  333 
 334 
Rehabilitation of Memory Deficits 335 
 336 
The CRTF reviewed 7 Class I studies,37-43 7 Class II studies44-50 and 6 Class III studies50-337 
56
 addressing remediation of memory. Many of these studies focused on specific types of 338 
memory impairments rather than global memory functioning. Consequently, the CRTF has 339 
organized the more recent studies by the type of memory functioning to be improved. The 340 
studies fall into three major categories of functional memory problems 1) prospective 341 
remembering; 2) recall of information for the purpose of performing everyday tasks; and 3) 342 
memory for routes and navigation. All of the studies utilized a variety of memory strategies 343 
previously discussed by the CRTF. 344 
  Prospective memory. PM is defined as the ability to recall and execute at a future time an 345 
intention. There is strong evidence from Class I studies to support assistive technology training 346 
as a way to improve the likelihood of future intentions being carried out.38-41 Lemoncello and 347 
colleagues 40 demonstrated the use of a novel assistive technology device which prompts 348 
participants with audiovisual reminders at scheduled prospective times on a person’s home 349 
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television screen.  Results showed significant advantage of PM prompting compared to a no 350 
prompting condition.  Two Class I studies 38, 39 suggest that use of a PDA compared with non-351 
electronic memory compensations may lead to fewer functional memory failures and less use of 352 
internal memory compensations, with no differences in general memory performance. The 353 
majority of participants in these studies had sustained a TBI, although several studies also 354 
included participants who had sustained a stroke. 39, 40 These results are supported by Class II 50 355 
and Class III 52evidence demonstrating improved task completion with the use of a PDA.  356 
Shum and colleagues 43 examined compensatory PM training to maximize use of a diary 357 
or organizational device for writing reminders, appointments, and note-taking to minimize PM 358 
failure, with or without self-awareness training. Training in compensatory strategies was found 359 
to increase note-taking independently of self-awareness training. Bergquist and colleagues 37 360 
compared two internet-based interventions on memory performance and use of compensations to 361 
carry out meaningful activities in daily life: active calendar acquisition training, compared with 362 
use of a diary-only to log day-to-day events. There were no differences on compensation use; the 363 
authors suggested that both conditions may have had a therapeutic effect by focusing on recall of 364 
future events and historical information. Results of these interventions are notable in light of 365 
evidence that the use of external memory compensations (e.g. checking things off on a calendar) 366 
is a stronger predictor of activity limitations after TBI than the degree of cognitive impairment 57 367 
and may not require changes in awareness. 368 
One Class I study 42 used visual imagery as the main ingredient in the PM training, based 369 
on the idea that visual imagery can strengthen the cue-action association, compared with a 370 
control condition of brief education.  Individuals with moderate to severe TBI’s were trained to 371 
make associations between prospective cues and an intended action.  Visual imagery training 372 
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appeared to improve PM functioning by strengthening the “memory trace” and “automatic 373 
recall” of intentions.  Generalization was demonstrated by participants making fewer PM failures 374 
in their daily lives.  Two Class II studies 45, 46 investigated self-imagination as a mnemonic 375 
strategy to enhance episodic memory, with respect to a PM task.  Participants who were trained 376 
on a self-imagination technique demonstrated a 66% advantage in prospective remembering, 377 
compared with just using rote rehearsal. 378 
  Improving memory for everyday tasks. Two Class II studies evaluated group-based memory 379 
training techniques to improve recall of information for the purpose of performing everyday 380 
tasks, compared with no intervention, after a TBI49 or single stroke. 44    O’Neill and colleagues 381 
49
 used a group training intervention focused on internal memory strategy training and found 382 
improvement on everyday memory measures, with greater effect for mild and moderately 383 
impaired participants.  Miller and colleagues44 studied the use of a group memory training 384 
program patients during the chronic stage of recovery after a single stroke. The intervention 385 
included education about memory and the use of both internal/mental strategies and external 386 
compensatory aides. Results included significant improvement on measures of delayed recall and 387 
assessments of PM, with more marked gains for individuals with higher education or higher 388 
measured intelligence. Shorter time post stroke was associated with less improvement of PM.   389 
  Memory for routes and navigation.  Limited evidence was available to support the use of 390 
memory training strategies to improve memory for routes and navigation. One Class II study48 391 
suggests that the benefits of errorless learning extend to practical route memorization. One Class 392 
III study51 suggests that intensive training in virtual navigational tasks may result in an 393 
enhancement of memory function for adults with acquired brain injury. 394 
INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE 395 
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  Recommendations.  In prior reviews, the CRTF has consistently recommended a Practice 396 
Standard of compensatory memory strategy training for mild memory impairments after TBI, 397 
including the use of internalized strategies and external compensations. Current evidence 398 
supports the use of visual imagery, association techniques, and the use of assistive technology for 399 
the treatment of prospective remembering difficulties in persons with mild memory impairment 400 
(Practice Standard) (Table 4). These recommendations are consistent with a recent systematic 401 
review of neuropsychological rehabilitation for PM deficits. 58 Memory strategy training is also 402 
recommended for the improvement of recall in the performance of everyday tasks in people with 403 
mild memory impairments after TBI (Practice Standard). Current evidence supports the use of 404 
group-based memory strategy training for the purpose of improving PM and recall in the 405 
performance of everyday tasks after TBI, and extends this recommendation to the treatment of 406 
people with mild to moderate memory impairments after stroke (Practice Option). Current 407 
findings are consistent with prior evidence suggesting that internal strategies are more effective 408 
for participants with less severe memory impairments and greater cognitive reserve. 409 
In previous reviews, the CRTF focused its recommendations on particular techniques for 410 
improving memory function, such as the use of errorless learning techniques and externally-411 
directed assistive devices for patients with moderate to severe memory impairments. Current 412 
literature suggests increased emphasis on use of assistive technology and remote treatment 413 
delivery using the Internet, but no new evidence to support changing prior recommendations.   414 
 415 
Rehabilitation of Communication and Social Cognition 416 
 417 
We reviewed 2 Class I 59,60 studies, 1 Class II 61 study, and 5 Class III 62 - 66 studies in the area of 418 
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communication, predominantly after TBI. One Class III investigation included 5 participants 419 
with right-hemisphere CVA. 64  420 
  Remediation for specific language impairments. One Class II study 61examined the 421 
effectiveness of a structured cognitive-based approach to improving reading comprehension 422 
compared to a no-strategy control condition, after TBI or stroke. The treatment condition 423 
consisted of learning a reading strategy implemented at three different phases in the reading 424 
process: pre-reading, during reading, and post-reading. The results indicate that the treatment 425 
strategy was associated with greater immediate and delayed recall of information, greater 426 
efficiency of delayed recall (as measured by the time taken to recall units of information), and 427 
increased accuracy of sentence verification. The authors emphasize the need to match reading 428 
comprehension strategies to patient-specific needs and abilities as a more clinically effective 429 
approach.  430 
Lundgren and colleagues 64 and Brownell and colleagues 65 provide Class III evidence to 431 
support the treatment of metaphor interpretation following right-hemisphere CVA and TBI, 432 
respectfully. Lundgren and colleagues 64 examined whether a structured intervention focused on 433 
improving use of semantic associations could improve oral interpretations of metaphors in 5 434 
participants with right hemisphere CVA. Significant improvement on oral metaphor 435 
interpretation was noted though little improvement was demonstrated on an untrained line 436 
orientation task. In the second investigation, Brownell and colleagues 65 investigated the 437 
effectiveness of the same metaphor interpretation task with a group of 8 subjects 3-20 years 438 
following moderate to severe TBI. Six of the 8 participants demonstrated significant 439 
improvements in oral metaphor interpretation with 3 out of the 6 demonstrating maintenance 440 
effects at 3-4-month follow-up. 441 
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  Specific treatments for remediation of emotional perception deficits. Two Class I studies 59, 60 442 
and 1 Class III study 66 provide support for the remediation of emotional perception deficits 443 
following ABI. McDonald and colleagues 60 randomized 20 participants to either an intervention 444 
group or a wait-list group. Treatment involved a manualized program to improve the ability to 445 
perceive and distinguish between prosodic emotional cues. Group differences in test performance 446 
favored the treatment group; however, only 6 of the subjects allocated to the treatment group 447 
demonstrated measurable improvements on test scores. None of the participants demonstrated a 448 
treatment effect at one-month follow-up. 449 
Neumann and colleagues 59 randomized a group of 71 participants with TBI to either one 450 
of two treatment groups or a cognitive-training control group. All treatments were provided 451 
through one-on-one computer-assisted interventions facilitated by a therapist The first treatment 452 
taught participants to recognize emotions from facial expressions (Faces). The second treatment 453 
taught participants to infer emotions from contextual cues presented in a story format (Stories). 454 
Participants in the control condition played a variety of online, publicly available computer 455 
games that targeted cognitive skills but did not provide any type of emotion-related training. On 456 
tests of facial emotion recognition, there was a significant main effect reported between the 457 
Faces group and the control group, but not between the Stories group and the control group. 458 
There were no significant main or interaction effects between Faces, Stories and control 459 
conditions on the ability to infer emotions from stories, and no generalization to measures of 460 
empathy or neuropsychiatric behaviors. These findings replicate a previous Class III 461 
investigation. 66 The authors indicate that facial emotion recognition training is effective for 462 
individuals with TBI and that benefits of treatment can be maintained up to 6 months following 463 
intervention. However, they indicate that the training failed to show a generalization effect to 464 
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emotion perception based on contextual cues. The authors suggest that group treatment may 465 
provide an opportunity to practice emotion recognition in a functional setting and subsequently 466 
promote generalization of performance. 467 
  Group treatment for social communication deficits. Braden and colleagues 63 conducted a 468 
Class III feasibility investigation with pre-post and six-month follow-up assessments to 469 
determine the effectiveness of a group interactive structured treatment approach combined with 470 
individual treatments for improving social skills following TBI. This study extends the findings 471 
of a previous RCT study by the same researchers 67 to 30 participants with post-acute TBI with 472 
identified social communication deficits plus a history of psychiatric/psychological disorder or 473 
substance abuse or those with additional neurological complications, such as stroke, hypoxia, 474 
multiple sclerosis or others (TBI-Plus). Results demonstrated that, following a 13-week group 475 
social communication skills intervention, the TBI-plus participants made statistically significant 476 
gains on subjective social communication skills and quality of life measures, which were 477 
maintained at 6-month follow-up. Additional Class III 62 evidence provides support for the 478 
effectiveness of group treatment for remediation of social communication deficits following TBI.  479 
INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE 480 
  Recommendations. The CRTF previously recommended cognitive interventions for specific 481 
language impairments such as reading comprehension and language formulation after left 482 
hemisphere stroke or TBI (Practice Guideline). A well-designed Class II study 61 provides 483 
additional evidence to support this recommendation (Table 5). 484 
The CRTF previously recommended as a Practice Standard specific interventions for 485 
functional communication deficits, including pragmatic conversational skills following TBI. 486 
Two Class III studies reporting the effectiveness of metaphor interpretation training following 487 
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right hemisphere stroke 64 and TBI 65 provide support for this recommendation. One Class I 59 488 
and one Class III study 66 suggest that specific intervention to improve the recognition of 489 
emotions from facial expressions may be effectively incorporated as component of the Practice 490 
Standard for treating functional communication deficits after TBI (Table 5). However, the CRTF 491 
notes that this effect may be specific to this training and does not generalize to training emotional 492 
perception based on prosodic or semantic-contextual cues, nor to empathy or neuropsychiatric 493 
behaviors.  494 
 Two Class III studies 62, 63 support the recommendation (Practice Option) for group-495 
based interventions for the remediation of language deficits after left hemisphere stroke and for 496 
social-communication deficits after TBI. 497 
 498 
Rehabilitation of Executive Functioning 499 
 500 
 The CRTF reviewed 15 Class I 68-82 or Class Ia 83-85 studies, 3 Class II 86-88 studies, and 19 501 
Class III 89–107 studies of interventions for executive functioning. The central aspect of most of 502 
these interventions is the facilitation of metacognitive knowledge (awareness) and metacognitive 503 
self-regulation (e.g., goal setting, planning, initiation, execution, self-monitoring, and error 504 
management). Many of these interventions addressed multiple aspects of executive dysfunction 505 
within an integrated treatment approach. 506 
 Goal Management Training. We reviewed 2 Class I studies,69, 70 1 Class II study,86 and 1 Class 507 
III study 93 addressing the remediation of executive functioning using GMT.  508 
 A Class I study 69 investigated the effectiveness of GMT compared to BHW control 509 
group in a mixed population. GMT produced significant benefits on sustained attention and 510 
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behavioral regulation, while no differences were seen in the BHW group for any of the tasks. 511 
Unfortunately, neither group demonstrated significant improvements on self-reported problems 512 
in everyday functioning.  However, a Class II study86 showed GMT to be effective in improving 513 
the skills needed for every day financial management on participants’ self-selected functional 514 
goals that were a focus of treatment. 515 
 Novakovic-Agopian and colleagues conducted a Class I study70 to determine the 516 
feasibility of an intervention directed at “goal-oriented attentional self-regulation skills” with 517 
individuals with chronic brain injury and mild to moderate difficulties in executive functioning. 518 
The group-based intervention focused on attention regulation (including mindfulness exercises) 519 
and use of a metacognitive strategy (“stop-relax-refocus”) as well as the application of training to 520 
individual goals. The executive intervention was compared with didactic brain injury education. 521 
Participants exhibited a decrease in task failures on a complex functional task following goal-522 
oriented attention training, related to protection of working memory from distractions.  These 523 
gains were maintained at 5-week follow-up.  A subset of participants was administered 524 
functional MRI during a visual selective attention task, pre and post treatment, to examine 525 
changes in neural processing.108 Modulation of neural processing in extrastriate cortex was 526 
enhanced by attention training. Neural changes in prefrontal cortex, a proposed mediator for 527 
attention regulation, were inversely related to baseline state. These results suggested that 528 
enhanced modulatory control over visual processing and a rebalancing of prefrontal functioning 529 
may underlie improvements in attention and executive control. A subsequent modularity 530 
analysis109 demonstrated that the modularity of brain network organization at baseline predicted 531 
improvement in attention and executive function after cognitive training, with higher baseline 532 
modularity related to greater adaptation in response to goal training.  533 
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 A systematic review of GMT noted that for most studies that demonstrated effectiveness 534 
of GMT, it was part of an intervention that incorporated PST focused on personal goals, and 535 
included application of GMT to daily life tasks.110  536 
The CRTF reviewed additional Class I 68 and Class Ia 83 studies that reflect these 537 
treatment components. Spikman and colleagues 68 conducted a multicenter study to evaluate the 538 
effects of treatment for dysexecutive problems on daily life functioning after acquired brain 539 
injury. The multi-faceted intervention incorporated aspects of GMT69 and PST111 in a general 540 
planning approach in three stages (information and awareness; goal setting and planning; 541 
initiation, execution and regulation). The experimental intervention was compared with an 542 
individually administered, computerized cognitive training package consisting of several 543 
repetitive cognitive tasks aimed at improvement of general cognitive functioning, with no 544 
therapist-directed strategic approaches to the tasks. Improvements in executive functions and 545 
resumption of social roles (based on structured interview) were observed after both treatments; 546 
participants in the multi-faceted treatment demonstrated larger benefits, and maintained gains, in 547 
their ability to set and accomplish real-life goals, regulate a series of real-life tasks, and resume 548 
effective social roles. The reliance on therapists’ ratings and lack of blind outcome assessments 549 
limits the interpretation of these results. Cantor and colleagues83 also evaluated a multi-faceted 550 
intervention that incorporated metacognitive skills that could be applied across a range of real-551 
life activities through PST, attention training, and emotional regulation. In comparison with a 552 
wait-list control group, the experimental intervention produced significant benefits on self-553 
reported executive functioning and problem solving, but not on other measures of 554 
neuropsychological functioning, attention, awareness, self-efficacy, emotional regulation, 555 
participation or quality of life.  556 
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  Metacognitive strategy training. One Class I,81 1 Class II 85 and 3 Class III studies 89, 90, 92 557 
addressed the remediation of executive functioning using specific aspects of metacognitive 558 
strategy training.  The Class III single-case studies evaluated the effectiveness of metacognitive 559 
strategy training for improving on-line awareness and self-management of errors during 560 
functional activities. 89, 90, 92 For example, Ownsworth and colleagues90 examined the use of MST 561 
to improve performance on a cooking task through therapist-guided evaluation and feedback 562 
using the “pause, prompt, praise” technique.112  Individuals receiving MST demonstrated a 563 
significant reduction in error frequency, a significant decrease in therapist checks, and a 564 
significant increase in self-corrected errors on the cooking task; participants who only received 565 
behavioral practice demonstrated no difference in self-corrected errors and greater reliance on 566 
therapist checks. 567 
 A Class I study by Schmidt and colleagues81 also utilized the “pause, prompt, praise” 568 
technique during a meal preparation task to investigate the effects of video-and-verbal feedback, 569 
verbal feedback alone, or experiential feedback on error management in participants with TBI 570 
with impaired self-awareness. Participants were typically seen during postacute rehabilitation, 571 
several years after sustaining moderate to severe TBI, and exhibited deficits in intellectual and 572 
emergent (online) awareness. Participants in the video-and-verbal feedback group showed 573 
significantly improved online awareness, measured by the number of errors during task 574 
completion, than either of the comparison interventions. Further, the video-and-verbal feedback 575 
group demonstrated greater intellectual awareness after treatment, with no increase in emotional 576 
distress or changes in their perceptions of recovery or rehabilitation. 577 
  Cognitive Orientation to Occupational Performance. A number of the studies cited above 578 
were directed at the application of MST to functional task performance. 81, 86, 90 Along this line, 579 
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there was a notable emergence of research on the effectiveness of an approach integrating 580 
functional skills training and metacognitive strategy training through CO-OP.  This procedure 581 
includes client centered goal setting, particularly in relation to performance of functional 582 
activities, and the use of a global metacognitive strategy of Goal-Plan-Do-Review. The 583 
remediation of specific cognitive components or impairments is avoided in favor of interventions 584 
directly at the level of relevant client-centered functional activities. 585 
 We reviewed 11 studies investigating the effectiveness of CO-OP after TBI or stroke, 586 
involving 3 Class I 71-73, 1 Class Ia 84 studies, 1 Class II 87, and 6 Class III 94-99 studies.  587 
 Dawson and colleagues adapted an occupation-based strategy training based on the CO-588 
OP for patients with executive dysfunction after TBI.84, 94 A Class Ia pilot RCT was conducted 589 
for patients with chronic TBI, all of whom were at least 1-year post injury and an average of 10 590 
years post injury. 84 The experimental intervention included the identification of meaningful 591 
problems in each participant’s everyday life, translated into functional goals (e.g., keep papers 592 
organized; schedule activities to avoid fatigue), and application of guided discovery and the 593 
metacognitive problem-solving strategy to the goals being trained. Participants who received the 594 
intervention demonstrated improved performance and satisfaction on trained goals compared 595 
with the comparison group. In addition, the intervention resulted in improvement on untrained 596 
goals, suggesting near transfer of training, as well as participants reporting increased levels of 597 
participation, suggesting generalization of the training to participants daily functioning.  598 
 Two Class I studies71, 72 evaluated the CO-OP intervention compared with SOT to 599 
improve performance on functional goals and transfer to untrained activities for people living in 600 
the community after a single stroke. Participants were either less than three months post-stroke 72 601 
or more than six months post-stroke.71 Participants in both conditions chose their own treatment 602 
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goals; however, in the SOT condition treatment plans were completely therapist driven with an 603 
emphasis on impairment-based training whereas in CO-OP therapists helped participants create 604 
their own performance plans (guided discovery), taught participants a global metacognitive 605 
strategy (goal-plan-do-review) to create and evaluate those plans, and focused entirely on 606 
activity-level interventions.  In both studies, significant benefits of CO-OP over SOT were 607 
apparent on participant and therapist ratings of performance of self-selected activities, as well as 608 
greater transfer to untrained activities. An additional Class I study73   compared CO-OP with an 609 
attention control condition (reflective listening) among patients after acute stroke who were 610 
receiving inpatient rehabilitation. Participants who received CO-OP showed significant 611 
improvements on executive cognitive measures as well as reduced disability in activities of daily 612 
living (FIM Scores) at 3 and 6 months after admission, with increasing differences between 613 
groups over the 6-month study period. 614 
 These studies suggest that a combination of functional skills training at the activity level, 615 
and incorporation of metacognitive strategies is related to improved performance on trained 616 
tasks, and greater transfer of training to untrained tasks, although the specific effective 617 
ingredients of the CO-OP procedure have not been isolated. Rotenberg-Shpigelman and 618 
colleagues82 conducted a Class I study of NFT that incorporated errorless learning (as opposed to 619 
trial-and-error learning or error management training) and repeated practice and “overlearning” 620 
of task performance. This approach is consistent with the evidence that even people with severe 621 
memory and executive impairments can be trained on new routines using errorless learning 55 622 
and that, once learned, these routines can be carried out in novel contexts.  The NFT approach 623 
places little demands on the cognitive, emotional and physical resources of participants with 624 
severe neurologic disabilities, in contrast to the cognitively-demanding use of metacognitive 625 
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strategies inherent in the CO-OP intervention. A sample of community dwelling chronic stroke 626 
survivors attending day rehabilitation (at least one-year post-stroke) received either NFT or 627 
treatment as usual (a combination of traditional outpatient therapies). Participants who received 628 
NFT showed greater improvements on trained tasks, while neither condition demonstrated 629 
improvements on untrained tasks, an outcome that was expected to occur in accordance with the 630 
principles of NFT. The investigators suggested that NFT may have more specific effects than 631 
CO-OP and be less limited in its applicability to patients with more severe cognitive impairment.  632 
These studies also suggest that the effects of intervention on untrained functional tasks 633 
requires the incorporation of deliberate efforts to promote transfer and generalization, including 634 
the use of a general metacognitive strategy for planning, implementing and self-monitoring 635 
performance of functional activities.  636 
  Reasoning, problem solving, and executive regulation of attention. One Class I study 74 637 
examined a top-down strategy (remembering general concepts without emphasizing details) to 638 
improve gist-reasoning in participants with chronic TBI. The intervention group improved on 639 
gist-reasoning, executive control and verbal working memory, and endorsed significant 640 
functional changes in community functioning 6 months-post training., Fong and Howie 85 641 
evaluated an intervention combining multiple components of problems solving, compared with a 642 
conventional treatment (including repetitive practice of functional skills or cognitive tasks). The 643 
problem-solving intervention produced marginal benefits on paper-and-pencil reasoning tasks 644 
but these benefits did not transfer to real-life situations.   645 
 Several Class I 76, 77 and Class III 101 studies have examined the effects of treatment on 646 
participants with acquired brain injury ability to manage multiple, simultaneous task demands as 647 
an aspect of executive functioning. These studies demonstrated highly specific effects on 648 
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performing trained dual tasks (particularly simultaneous cognitive and motor tasks), with little 649 
generalization to broader executive abilities or everyday functioning. An additional Class I study 650 
noted above 20 failed to show a benefit of divided attention training on visuospatial treatment for 651 
neglect. 652 
  Computer-assisted treatment. The CRTF reviewed three Class I 78-80 studies and 1 Class III 653 
study 100 addressing computer-based cognitive rehabilitation of executive functioning, including 654 
the use of virtual reality (VR) environments. One study reported benefits of computer-based 655 
cognitive exercises when combined with standard inpatient stroke rehabilitation.78 Spikman and 656 
colleagues found similar effects of computer-based treatment with metacognitive strategy 657 
training on discrete measures of executive functioning.68 The use of VR was more effective than 658 
psychoeducation in enhancing problem solving skills79 but not significantly better than SOT in 659 
improving everyday executive function performance.80  The use of VR represents a potentially 660 
fruitful area for further study. 78-80, 100 At present, there is insufficient evidence to support a 661 
recommendation for computer-based cognitive rehabilitation specifically for deficits in executive 662 
functioning.  663 
  Emotional regulation. There is increasing recognition of the association between 664 
metacognitive and emotional regulation, including a specific relationship of alexithymia 665 
(difficulty identifying emotions) and multiple aspects of executive functioning. 113-115 Spikman 666 
and colleagues 116 conducted a secondary analysis of their RCT for dysexecutive problems68 to 667 
examine patient characteristics related to treatment outcomes. Pre-treatment emotion recognition 668 
performance predicted post-treatment resumption of roles and everyday executive functioning. In 669 
addition, worse pre-treatment emotion recognition skills negatively affected treatment-induced 670 
learning of compensatory strategies for executive dysfunction, whereas pre-treatment 671 
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dysexecutive deficits did not.   These findings suggest that deficits in emotional regulation may 672 
play a critical role in patients’ ability to apply a strategy for the planning and regulation of 673 
complex tasks, and may require specific interventions. 59,60 674 
  Although treatment for difficulties in emotional regulation has been incorporated into 675 
some multi-faceted interventions for executive dysfunction 68, 70, 83, 117-119 this requires additional 676 
research. Several Class III studies 103-105 evaluated group-based interventions for emotional 677 
regulation, specifically directed at self-management of anger and aggression. The interventions 678 
included techniques to increase awareness of emotion, manage the expression of anger, problem 679 
solving and cognitive restructuring. Treatment effects were limited to the experience and control 680 
of anger and aggressiveness with no effect on other aspects of behavioral regulation or emotional 681 
symptoms. 682 
 A systematic review suggested some benefit of external compensations for milder forms 683 
of apathy (diminished initiation, sustained activity and goal-directed behavior) after traumatic 684 
brain injury.120 A single-case study incorporating external compensation and motivational 685 
interviewing demonstrated a strong and specific effect on sustained activity and subjective 686 
apathy.102  687 
INSERT TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE 688 
  Recommendations. The CRTF has previously recommended MST (self-monitoring and self-689 
regulation) as a Practice Standard for treating deficits in executive functioning after TBI, 690 
including impairments of emotional self-regulation, and as a component of interventions for 691 
deficits in attention, neglect, and memory. Current evidence suggests that the incorporation of 692 
formal protocols for PST and GMT, and their application to everyday situations and functional 693 
activities, should be considered as components of MST during post-acute rehabilitation after TBI 694 
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(Table 6). 68-70, 83, 85, 86 Emerging Class I evidence71-73, 84 supports the incorporation of MST into 695 
occupation-based treatment for practical goals and functional skills to promote both acquisition 696 
and transfer of functional skills during post-acute rehabilitation after TBI and stroke. Additional 697 
Class I evidence 81 suggests that explicit (verbal-and-video) performance feedback should be 698 
considered to facilitate the positive effects of metacognitive strategy training (Practice 699 
Guideline) (Table 6). 700 
Indirect evidence from Class I studies70, 83 supports the existing Practice Option 701 
indicating that group-based interventions may be considered for remediation of executive and 702 
problem solving deficits after TBI. 703 
For patients with severe cognitive (executive) deficits, including limitations of emergent 704 
awareness and use of compensatory strategies, the use of direct, skill-specific training including 705 
errorless learning may be considered to promote performance of specifically trained functional 706 
tasks, with no expectation of transfer to untrained activities.82 While the direct evidence for NFT 707 
is limited to participants with chronic stroke, the CRTF considered that there is a sound clinical 708 
rationale and indirect evidence for applying this recommendation to the treatment of people with 709 
severe cognitive impairments after TBI (Practice Option). There is preliminary evidence 710 
suggesting that MST as a component of training on functional activities may increase the 711 
effectiveness of acute rehabilitation for patients with cognitive impairment after stroke (Practice 712 
Option) (Table 6). 713 
 714 
Comprehensive Rehabilitation Programs 715 
 716 
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In our initial review we included a discussion of both multi-modal interventions and 717 
comprehensive-holistic programs. In the current review, all of the multi-modal interventions 718 
were computerized, which is a noteworthy shift in current treatment trends.  Modular approaches 719 
to cognitive remediation are typically aimed at a single cognitive impairment; patients with 720 
multiple impairments may receive a mix of modular treatments that target several cognitive 721 
impairments. 121 Comprehensive-holistic programs typically target specific cognitive 722 
impairments but also provide individual and group therapies that address self-awareness of the 723 
impact of cognitive deficits, interpersonal and emotional functioning, and psychological coping 724 
through an organized and integrated therapeutic environment. 121 The CRTF reviewed 5 Class I 725 
122-126
, 2 Class II and 20 Class III 129-148 studies of comprehensive rehabilitation through either 726 
multi-modal or comprehensive-holistic programs.  727 
  Multi-modal, computer-based interventions. In this section we include discussion of 3 Class I 728 
122-126
 and 4 Class III 145-148 studies of multi-modal computer-based programs for the remediation 729 
of cognitive skills.  Some utilized computer-based retraining packages that are meant to be 730 
administered or directed by a rehabilitation professional. 124, 126, 146 Others utilized commercially 731 
available computer-based brain training programs that patients could potentially initiate or direct 732 
with little, if any, therapist involvement.145, 147, 148 733 
Two of the most encouraging and rigorous studies utilized the RehaCom Software 734 
package. Lin and colleagues 126 conducted a Class I study that demonstrated not only the 735 
effectiveness of computerized cognitive rehabilitation for deficits in memory and executive 736 
functioning, but also the changes in cerebral functional connectivity that may underlie post-737 
training improvements during the post-acute period of recovery (6-10 months after a first stroke). 738 
Participants were randomized to receive 60 hours of computerized cognitive retraining with 739 
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RehaCom or no treatment. Treatment recipients showed improvements in attention, memory and 740 
increased functional connectivity of the hippocampus with frontal and parietal cortical areas, 741 
while the control group demonstrated decreased hippocampal-cortical connectivity. Moreover, 742 
improvements in neuropsychological performance correlated with increased functional 743 
connectivity. This finding is supported by a Class III study146 demonstrating improvements in 744 
attention/working memory and new learning and memory after treatment through RehaCom. An 745 
additional Class I study124 demonstrated benefits on cognitive and daily functioning from broadly 746 
defined, therapist-directed computer-based treatments as an adjunct to “standard 747 
neurorehabilitation” for participants with TBI or stroke during post-acute recovery. It is notable 748 
that the RehaCom package incorporates components that have contributed to the efficacy of 749 
other rehabilitation techniques, including: repeated stimulation, intensity of training, adjusting 750 
task difficulty to the patient’s performance, feedback, therapist involvement, and simulated 751 
functional tasks. 752 
  Comprehensive-Holistic Neuropsychological Programs.  The CRTF reviewed 2 Class I122, 123, 753 
2 Class II127, 128 and 16 Class III 129-144 studies of comprehensive-holistic rehabilitation.  A pilot 754 
RCT investigated CogSMART, a didactic approach toward development of compensatory 755 
strategies for management of PCS, PM, attention and vigilance, learning and memory, and 756 
problem solving.122 This investigation was conducted with Veterans with chronic PCS an average 757 
of 4 to 5 years after primarily mild TBIs. All participants were seeking employment and received 758 
one year of SE. For the first 3 months, some participants were randomly assigned to receive 759 
CogSMART for 1 hour per week in addition to the 2 SE weekly visits; the control group 760 
received enhanced SE of 2 additional visits per week to control for nonspecific effects. 761 
CogSMART was effective in reducing PCS and improving PM at the end of treatment,122 and 762 
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these benefits were maintained at completion of the 12 month SE program.149 Improvement in 763 
PCS was seen primarily in affective symptoms, to less extent in cognitive symptoms, with no 764 
effect on somatic symptoms.  CogSMART participants also reported greater subjective quality of 765 
life after SE although there were no differences between conditions on competitive work 766 
attainment. Co-morbid PTSD was evident in 74 percent of Veterans in this study. Veterans with 767 
greater PTSD and depression severity reported greater PCS at all assessment points, however 768 
CogSMART-related improvements in PCS did not vary as a result of psychiatric 769 
symptomatology.150 Results from these studies are consistent with an earlier Class I study151 and 770 
suggest that psychoeducation and strategy training 122,133,149, 150 may be an effective adjunct or 771 
stand-alone program for reducing PCS after mild TBI. In addition, the presence of co-morbid 772 
PTSD or depressive symptoms should not preclude participation in cognitive rehabilitation 773 
interventions in this population.150  774 
Current findings from 1 Class II128 and 2 Class III138,139 studies support and extend 775 
existing evidence showing that individualized comprehensive multidisciplinary 776 
neurorehabilitation programs may lead to significantly improved short and long term functional, 777 
cognitive and psychosocial outcomes in the areas of independent living, societal participation 778 
(including occupational functioning), and self-reports of emotional well-being and quality of life. 779 
Findings from several Class III studies suggest these programs may also lead to reduced 780 
caregiver burden (both in terms of emotional burden and psychological health)129 and a 781 
significant reduction of societal costs.130 These findings apply to in individuals with both 782 
traumatic and non-traumatic brain injuries, regardless of severity or time post injury.139-141 783 
However, findings from several Class III studies suggests starting rehabilitation earlier post 784 
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injury is associated with greater improvements in mood, cognitive functioning, quality of life 785 
138,142
 and better functional outcomes140, 141 than treatment that begins late post-injury. 786 
The Class II study by Vestri and colleagues127 compared patients with acquired brain 787 
injury, primarily TBI and stroke, who received either multidisciplinary individual treatments 788 
only or combined individual and group treatments, Participants in both conditions improved, 789 
with less functional impairment after treatment for those receiving combined individual and 790 
group interventions. Additional Class III evidence 91indicates that structured group treatment, 791 
within an outpatient rehabilitation setting, improves self-awareness and the effective use of 792 
metacognitive strategies for people one or more years after an acquired brain injury. These 793 
results are consistent with existing evidence that group intervention improves psychological 794 
well-being following acquired brain injury67,117,152 Evidence from several Class III studies 795 
suggests that rehabilitation programs incorporating goal directed treatments with an emphasis on 796 
individualized client centered goal setting may significantly improve goal attainment 131,132,135 797 
and translate to greater levels of residential independence and occupational functioning.135, 136    798 
INSERT TABLE 7 ABOUT HERE 799 
  Recommendations. The current evidence is consistent with our existing recommendation that 800 
post-acute, comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological rehabilitation should be provided to 801 
reduce functional, cognitive and psychosocial disability after TBI (Practice Standard). Whereas 802 
the previous research focused on individuals with TBI, the present results support extending the 803 
recommendation to individuals with both traumatic and non-traumatic brain injuries, regardless 804 
of severity or time post injury. 128,138-141 Comprehensive neuropsychological programs should 805 
integrate individualized interventions to address cognitive and interpersonal functioning after 806 
acquired brain injury. Such interventions should be goal directed and emphasize individualized 807 
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client centered goal setting to promote enhanced residential independence and occupational 808 
functioning135,136 (Practice Option) (Table 7). Group interventions may be considered as part of 809 
comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological rehabilitation to address the functional application of 810 
specific interventions and improve psychological well-being67, 91, 117, 127, 152 (Practice Option). 811 
While not a formal recommendation, the CRTF recognizes that the presence of PCS and co-812 
morbid psychiatric symptomatology should not preclude participation in cognitive rehabilitation 813 
that includes psychoeducational and cognitive strategy training after mild to moderate TBI. 122,150  814 
  Based on 2 Class I 124,126 and one Class III146 study, multi-modal, computer-assisted 815 
cognitive retraining with the active involvement and direction of a rehabilitation therapist is 816 
recommended as a component of neurorehabilitation for the remediation of attention, memory, 817 
and executive function deficits following stroke or TBI. Computer-assisted cognitive retraining 818 
programs should stimulate the cognitive domains of interest, adapt task difficulty to the patient’s 819 
level of performance, and provide feedback and objective performance data (Practice Guideline) 820 
(Table 7). 821 
 822 
DISCUSSION 823 
 824 
Together with our prior reviews, the CRTF has now evaluated 491 interventions (109 825 
Class I or Ia, 68 Class II, and 314 Class III) that address the effectiveness of cognitive 826 
rehabilitation after TBI or stroke. Based on these cumulative reviews, the CRTF makes 29 827 
recommendations for evidence-based, clinical practice of cognitive rehabilitation (9 Practice 828 
Standards, 9 Practice Guidelines and 11 Practice Options). Several trends are apparent in the 829 
current review of the literature, which are reflected in the current recommendations. There is a 830 
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trend toward increased specificity of interventions within the broad domains of functioning, 831 
which is consistent with efforts to specify the active ingredients of rehabilitation treatments.153 832 
For example, several studies examined treatment of working memory7,8 or specific aspects of 833 
working memory,15,16 within the broader domain of rehabilitation for attention. Several new 834 
recommendations are made based on specific aspects of metacognitive strategy training such as 835 
prompting for error recognition90 and providing specific forms of feedback81 as active 836 
components of occupational therapy interventions, and specific training in facial emotion 837 
recognition as an active component of pragmatic communication treatment.59  838 
There is a trend toward the incorporation of interventions for emotional regulation within 839 
cognitive rehabilitation.59,68,83,116 This is consistent with a central tenet of holistic 840 
neuropsychological rehabilitation117,154 as well as increased recognition of the interaction of 841 
cognitive and emotional regulation as an integral aspect of cerebral organization.155 While 842 
difficulties with emotional regulation may mediate the effectiveness of cognitive 843 
rehabilitation,116  psychiatric co-morbidities may not.63,150, 154  844 
Computer-based cognitive interventions represent a larger number of studies in the 845 
current review than in prior reviews, directed at both specific cognitive impairments as well as 846 
incorporating interventions across multiple cognitive domains. Computer-based cognitive 847 
training can improve traditional rehabilitation of cognitive functions by enhancing the 848 
consistency and precision through more immediate feedback, systematized delivery, and 849 
difficulty level adjustments. The continuous, adaptive adjustment of task difficulty based on a 850 
patient’s performance is critical for promoting neuroplasticity.157  The use of tasks with 851 
equivalent content that do not include adaptive adjustment of task difficulty produce less 852 
improvement and transfer of cognitive functioning.158-161 Computer-based cognitive 853 
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interventions also have the potential to bridge some common gaps in treatment access for 854 
individuals with brain injury, including restrictions imposed by disability-related limitations, 855 
geographical barriers, funding restrictions, and time constraints of complex contemporary 856 
lifestyle. 162,163 Unfortunately, proper scientific examination and evidence of efficacy has 857 
traditionally lagged behind the rapid expansion of computerized brain training programs with 858 
claims to change brain structure and function. 164-166 The CRTF found evidence that computer-859 
based direct attention training for modular impairments in working memory can improve specific 860 
cognitive functions and generalize to improved subjective complaints. 7, 18 The use of direct 861 
attention training for specific “modular” impairments in working memory, including the use of 862 
computer-based interventions, as a component of post-acute rehabilitation of individuals with 863 
acquired brain injury has therefore been upgraded to a Practice Guideline.  The current Practice 864 
Standard continues to emphasize that treatment of attention deficits should incorporate both 865 
direct attention training and metacognitive strategy training, to increase task performance and 866 
promote generalization to daily functioning after TBI or stroke during the post-acute stages of 867 
recovery.  New evidence on multi-modal computerized training of attention, memory, and 868 
executive functions indicates that this type of intervention is effective (Practice Guideline) for 869 
individuals with stroke and TBI when managed by a rehabilitation clinician and when the 870 
program adheres to the principles of neuroplasticity (direct stimulation of a cognitive domain, 871 
ongoing adaptive adjustment of task difficulty, and immediate objective feedback on task 872 
performance).157                    873 
There continues to be evidence to support the use of group-based interventions across 874 
cognitive domains, although the direct evidence to distinguish the specific effects or comparative 875 
effectiveness of group-based and individual interventions remains limited. 127,152 The existing 876 
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evidence suggests that a combination of individual and group-based treatment may increase 877 
effectiveness. Group-based interventions appear to provide increased contextualization and 878 
support for social interaction, psychological adaptation and maintenance of goals. 67, 91, 144 Our 879 
current review found sufficient evidence for group interventions that target impairments of 880 
memory, language and social communication deficits, as well as for increasing awareness,91 goal 881 
management 70, 136 and emotional regulation 68 aspects of executive functions.  With respect to 882 
memory, like the studies on individual cognitive rehabilitation, the evidence on group 883 
interventions also suggests that internal memory strategies are more effective in people with 884 
either TBI or stroke who have mild to moderate impairment of memory.44   Improvement in goal 885 
management was demonstrated not only on performance of a complex functional task, but also 886 
on fMRI following group treatment incorporating regulation of attention through mindfulness 887 
training and metacognitive strategies.70,108, 109  These new findings provided the basis for a 888 
Practice Option for group treatment for aspects executive function impairment following TBI.  889 
More generally, the CRTF recognizes that group interventions provide the opportunity for the 890 
person to interact with others with similar deficits, 91, 144 which may be therapeutic in ways 891 
beyond just cognitive functioning, as suggested by the research on the efficacy and effectiveness 892 
of holistic comprehensive neuropsychological rehabilitation programs. 83,117   893 
Evidence regarding patient characteristics that influence treatment effectiveness remains 894 
limited. Compared to prior reviews, the current review includes a greater percentage of studies 895 
assessing stroke and mixed acquired brain injury populations.  As such, there are several 896 
instances in which prior recommendations have now been extended for utilization for people 897 
who sustained a stroke.  In terms of time post injury, this and previous reviews include studies 898 
spanning the full spectrum of recovery from acute to chronic populations, and has found 899 
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evidence that cognitive rehabilitation can lead to clinically significant improvements even years 900 
after the initial injury.117, 140,141, 144 As noted above, cognitive rehabilitation can be effective for 901 
people with physical and psychological co-morbidities in addition to TBI. 63,150, 154 Finally, this 902 
review provides evidence that various cognitive rehabilitation interventions can be effectively 903 
tailored to individuals across levels of injury severity and across levels of neurocognitive 904 
impairment. 55, 56, 82 905 
   The bulk of studies included in this review compare the effectiveness of cognitive 906 
rehabilitation interventions to either no treatment or standard treatment alone.  While this helps 907 
elucidate the utility of cognitive rehabilitation and offers treatment recommendations based on 908 
observed cognitive impairments, it does not speak to the specific patient characteristics or modes 909 
of treatment delivery that likely play a role in mediating intervention success. Further, it does not 910 
allow for a comparative assessment of different cognitive interventions across and within patient 911 
impairment profiles.   The CRTF recommends that future research be directed towards 912 
identifying those specific patient characteristics (i.e., psychological insight; residual cognitive 913 
reserve; psychiatric comorbidity) and treatment delivery variables (i.e., frequency and intensity) 914 
that might influence one’s response to particular treatments.  915 
  Limitations 916 
 There are several significant limitations to the current systematic review.  The review 917 
covers only the literature published (print or electronic) through 2014 and identified by 918 
December 15, 2015. This results in a significant gap in the published literature that may inform 919 
our clinical recommendations. This largely reflects the time and labor required by members of 920 
the CRTF, and our attempts to maintain an acceptable level of rigor and quality to 921 
recommendations. It is our hope that readers of these reviews will adopt a similar process of 922 
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clinical and scientific inquiry to examine the current literature. Second, different methodologies 923 
for conducting systematic reviews have occurred since our initial publication almost 20 years 924 
ago. However, the CRTF has elected to use our extant procedures in order to maintain the 925 
consistency of methods and recommendations among our reviews. More specifically, despite our 926 
attempts to maintain a level of rigor, we did not include any formal assessment of risk of bias in 927 
our evaluation of studies for this review. We recognize that the failure to include formal 928 
assessment of study quality in this systematic review may influence the precision, applicability 929 
and confidence in our results and recommendations. 167  It is worth noting that a prior review 930 
addressing methodological study quality 4, including the formal assessment of risk of bias, 931 
supported the clinical recommendations from our prior systematic reviews. 1 - 3   932 
  Conclusions 933 
In our initial review, we concluded that “cognitive rehabilitation should always be 934 
directed toward improving everyday functioning, and should include active attempts to promote 935 
generalization or directly apply compensatory strategies to functional contexts.” Evaluation of 936 
rehabilitation effectiveness typically occurs at the impairment level, with the expectation that this 937 
will translate into changes in daily functioning. However, this expectation is a limiting factor in 938 
evaluation of rehabilitation effectiveness. For example, the IOM report on cognitive 939 
rehabilitation therapy for TBI121 noted that “there is evidence from controlled trials that internal 940 
memory strategies are useful for improving recall on decontextualized, standard tests of memory, 941 
[but] there is limited evidence that these benefits translate into meaningful changes in patients’ 942 
everyday memory either for specific tasks/activities or for avoiding memory failures. Therefore, 943 
an increased emphasis on functional patient-centered outcomes would allow for a more 944 
meaningful translation from cognitive domain to patient functioning” (pg. 13). This will require 945 
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ongoing development of interventions and outcome measures that address the application of 946 
cognitive abilities to performance of activities in everyday functioning. The use of subjective 947 
patient-reported outcomes should provide a direct measure of “meaningful changes” in patients 948 
everyday functioning, including symptoms, functional status, and health-related quality of life.168 949 
Unfortunately, reliance on subjective outcomes is typically “downgraded” from a 950 
methodological perspective on the basis of risk of “bias” and threats to external validity. This is 951 
an issue that extends beyond cognitive rehabilitation to the nature and measurement of 952 
meaningful rehabilitation outcomes, and the question of which outcomes we (and the patients we 953 
serve) value. Outcomes should also be “meaningful” in relation to the designated targets of an 954 
intervention, presumed mechanisms of change, and anticipated effects of the intervention.153 For 955 
example, research that is intended to demonstrate that a cognitive intervention promotes 956 
neuroplasticity will necessarily assess changes in functional cerebral connectivity (for example), 957 
but should not be required to demonstrate changes at the participation level as an indication of a 958 
valid treatment effect. In clinical practice, it is the responsibility of the clinician to make overt 959 
the targets of the intervention and to make sure that any evidence-based intervention is relevant 960 
to the person’s everyday functioning. We believe that the current review and recommendations 961 
continue to move the field forward and will contribute toward the evidence-based practice of 962 
cognitive rehabilitation.  963 
  964 
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Table 1. Definition of Levels of Recommendations 
Practice Standards:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Practice Guidelines: 
 
 
 
 
 
Practice Options:  
 
 
 Based on at least one, well-designed Class I study 
with an adequate sample,  with support from Class 
II or Class III evidence, that directly addresses the 
effectiveness of the treatment in question, providing  
substantive evidence of effectiveness to support a  
recommendation that the treatment be specifically 
considered for people with acquired neurocognitive 
impairments and disability. 
 
Based on one or more Class I studies with 
methodological limitations, or well-designed Class 
II studies with adequate samples, that directly 
address the effectiveness of the treatment in 
question, providing evidence of probable 
effectiveness to support a recommendation that the 
treatment be specifically considered for people with 
acquired neurocognitive impairments and disability. 
 
Based upon Class II or Class III studies, , that 
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directly address the effectiveness of the treatment in 
question, providing evidence of possible 
effectiveness to support a recommendation that the 
treatment be specifically considered for people with 
acquired neurocognitive impairments and disability. 
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Table 2: Recommendations for treatment of attention deficits 
 
Intervention Level of 
Recommendation 
Treatment of attention deficits should incorporate both direct attention 
training and metacognitive strategy training to increase task performance 
and promote generalization to daily functioning after TBI or stroke during 
the post-acute stages of recovery.  
  
Practice Standard 
Direct attention training for specific “modular” impairments in working 
memory, including the use of computer-based  interventions, should be 
considered to enhance both cognitive and functional outcomes during 
post-acute rehabilitation for acquired brain injury. 
Practice 
Guideline 
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Table 3: Recommendations for treatment of visuoperceptual deficits 
Intervention Level of 
Recommendation 
Visuospatial rehabilitation that includes visual scanning training is 
recommended for left visual neglect after right hemisphere stroke 
Practice Standard 
The use of isolated microcomputer exercises to treat left neglect after 
stroke does not appear effective and is not recommended 
Practice Guideline 
Left hand stimulation or forced limb activation may be combined with 
visual scanning training to increase the efficacy of treatment for 
neglect after right hemisphere stroke 
Practice Guideline 
Electronic technologies for visual scanning training may be included in 
the treatment of neglect after right hemisphere stroke 
Practice Option 
Systematic training of visuospatial deficits and visual organization 
skills may be considered for persons with visual perceptual deficits, 
without visual neglect, after right hemisphere stroke as part of acute 
rehabilitation 
Practice Option 
Specific gestural or strategy training is recommended for apraxia 
during acute rehabilitation for left hemisphere stroke 
Practice Standard 
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Table 4: Recommendations for treatment of memory deficits 
Intervention Level of 
Recommendation 
Memory strategy training if recommended for the improvement of 
prospective memory in people with mild memory impairments after 
TBI or stroke, including the use of internalized strategies (e.g., visual 
imagery, association techniques) and external memory 
compensations (e.g. notebooks, electronic technologies) 
Practice Standard 
Memory strategy training if recommended for the improvement of 
recall in the performance of everyday tasks in people with mild 
memory impairments after TBI, including the use of internalized 
strategies (e.g., visual imagery, association techniques) and external 
memory compensations (e.g. notebooks) 
Practice Standard 
Use of external compensations with direct application to functional 
activities is recommended for people with severe memory deficits 
after TBI or stroke. 
Practice Guideline 
For people with severe memory impairments after TBI, errorless 
learning techniques may be effective for learning specific skills or 
knowledge, with limited transfer to novel tasks or reduction in 
overall functional memory problems. 
Practice Option 
Group-based interventions may be considered for remediation of 
mild to memory deficits after TBI or stroke, including the 
improvement of prospective memory and recall of information used 
Practice Option 
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in the performance of everyday tasks. 
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Table 5: Recommendations for Remediation of Communication and Social Cognition 
Intervention Level of 
Recommendation 
Cognitive-linguistic therapies are recommended during acute and post-
acute rehabilitation for language deficits secondary to left hemisphere 
stroke.  
Practice Standard 
Specific interventions for functional communication deficits, including 
pragmatic conversational skills and recognition of emotions from facial 
expressions, are recommended for social communication skills after TBI.  
Practice Standard 
Cognitive interventions for specific language impairments such as reading 
comprehension and language formulation are recommended after left 
hemisphere stroke or TBI.  
Practice 
Guideline 
Treatment intensity should be considered a key factor in the rehabilitation 
of language skills after left hemisphere stroke.  
Practice 
Guideline 
Group based interventions may be considered for remediation of language 
deficits after left hemisphere stroke and for social-communication deficits 
after TBI.  
Practice Option 
Computer-based interventions as an adjunct to clinician-guided treatment 
may be considered in the remediation of cognitive-linguistic deficits after 
left hemisphere stroke or TBI. Sole reliance on repeated exposure and 
practice on computer-based tasks without some involvement and 
intervention by a therapist is not recommended.  
Practice Option 
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Table 6: Recommendations for treatment of executive function deficits 
Intervention Level of 
Recommendation 
Metacognitive strategy training (self-monitoring and self-regulation) is 
recommended for the treatment of mild-moderate deficits in executive 
functioning, including impairments of emotional self-regulation, during 
post-acute rehabilitation after TBI.  Metacognitive strategy training may 
incorporate formal protocols for problem solving and goal management, 
and their application to everyday situations and functional activities, 
during postacute rehabilitation after TBI.  
 
Practice Standard 
Metacognitive strategy training should be incorporated into occupation-
based treatment for practical goals and functional skills for patients with 
mild-moderate deficits in executive functioning after TBI and stroke.  
Practice 
Guideline 
Explicit (verbal-and-video) performance feedback should be considered to 
as a formal component of Metacognitive strategy training during 
postacute rehabilitation for individuals with impaired self-awareness after 
TBI. 
Practice 
Guideline 
 Group-based interventions may be considered for remediation of mild-
moderate deficits in executive functioning (including deficits in 
awareness, problem solving, goal management and emotional regulation) 
during post-acute rehabilitation after TBI.  
Practice Option 
For patients with severe cognitive (executive) deficits after stroke or TBI, Practice Option 
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including limitations of emergent awareness and independent use of  
compensatory strategies, the use of skill-specific training including 
errorless learning may be considered to promote performance of 
specifically trained functional tasks, with no expectation of transfer to 
untrained activities 
Metacognitive strategy training may be considered as a component of 
occupation-based treatment during acute rehabilitation to reduce 
functional disability for patients with cognitive impairment after stroke. 
Practice Option  
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Table 7. Recommendations for comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological rehabilitation 
Intervention Level of 
Recommendation 
Comprehensive-holistic neuropsychological rehabilitation is 
recommended during postacute rehabilitation to reduce cognitive and 
functional disability for persons with TBI or stroke, regardless of severity 
or time post injury 
Practice Standard 
Multi-modal, computer-assisted cognitive retraining with the involvement 
and direction of a rehabilitation therapist is recommended as a 
component of neurorehabilitation for the remediation of attention, 
memory, and executive function deficits following stroke or TBI. 
Computer-assisted cognitive retraining programs should stimulate the 
cognitive domains of interest, adjust  task difficulty based on patient’s 
level of performance, and provide feedback and objective performance 
data 
Practice 
Guideline 
Integrated treatment of individualized cognitive and interpersonal 
therapies is recommended to improve functioning within the context of a 
comprehensive neuropsychological rehabilitation program, and facilitate 
the effectiveness of specific interventions. Such interventions should be 
goal directed and emphasize individualized client centered goal setting to 
promote enhanced residential independence and occupational functioning 
Practice Option 
Group-based interventions may be considered as part of comprehensive-
holistic neuropsychological rehabilitation to improve functional 
Practice Option 
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awareness, strategy use, functional independence and psychological well 
being after TBI or stroke 
 
